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ANNOUNCEMENTS
WHITMAN ELECTRONIC ARCHIVE
Kenneth M. Price (College of William & Mary) and Ed Folsom (University
of Iowa) are co-directing a new electronic scholarship project called The Walt
Whitman Hypertext Archive, headquartered at the College of William & Mary
and affiliated with the Institute for Advanced Technology in the Humanities
at the University of Virginia. The Whitman Hypertext Archive is a multiyear
undertaking and has as its goal the gathering and linking of as many Whitman
materials as possible. All materials-including editions of Leaves of Grass, photographs of Whitman, Whitman manuscripts, and reviews of Whitman's workwill be openly available on the World Wide Web. The Web site is now under
construction and can be accessed at this address:
http://jefferson.village.Virginia.EDU/whitmani
Currently available are partial facsimiles of some early editions of Leaves of
Grass, bibliographies, a gallery of Whitman photographs, and early reviews of
Whitman's work. Folsom and Price are also co-editing a CD-ROM of
Whitman's work as part of the Major Authors on CD-ROM series for Primary
Source Media. The Whitman CD-ROM will contain, among other materials,
the complete New York University Press Collected Writings of Walt Whitman
in fully searchable format. It is scheduled for release in 1997.
WHITMAN JOURNALISM
The first volume of a projected five-volume collection of Whitman's journalism is scheduled for publication in the summer of 1997 by Peter Lang
Publishing. Volume I covers the years 1834-1846 and is edited by Herbert
Bergman of Michigan State University, with Douglas A. Noverr and Edward
J. Recchia as associate editors. This volume reprints 589 Whitman editorials,
articles, essays, and other prose matter, along with poems from twenty journals. The journalism volumes are designed to be part of The Collected Writings
of Walt Whitman series. The journalism volumes will include substantial annotation, textual tables, and comprehensive indexes.
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